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This work is an investigation of the properties of space-time continuum. The phase velocity of the wave is a 

characteristic of the medium in which the wave propagates. Velocity of the electromagnetic wave is an invariant in 

all inertial frames of reference. This postulate of the relativistic theory is a characteristic of space-time. 

Diffraction phenomenon is one of the fundamental features of the wave process. Formal (mathematical) theory of 

diffraction uses vector algebra and Fourier - transform. Real diffraction pattern exists in the dual (conjugate) space. 

Therefore: 1) Discrete space is a limited space, and continuity of space is infinity. 2) Vector of space-time and 

momentum-energy are mutually conjugate vectors. Conjugation of vectors of coordinates and momentum, and also 

tТme anН enerРв appears as HeТsenberР’s unМertaТntв prТnМТple. 
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Introduction  

The relativity principle can be formulated as a statement, that the laws of nature are 

invariant with regarding transformations of movement. Also, other principles of invariance and 

symmetry are known from practice. It is known proof of direct and inverse theorems, that 

homogeneity of space = the law of conservation of momentum, the isotropy of space =  the law of 

conservation of angular momentum, the homogeneity of time =  the law of energy conservation. 

These four transformation form a group called the Poincare group.  Transformations of the 

Poincare group are universal.  So, we may assume, that Poincare group describes the properties of 

space-time, rather than the properties of specific processes [1]. 

The wave motion is periodic. Function     0, expE t r E i t kr    describes a plane 

wave. Its argument is a linear combination of time and coordinates, which is a phase of the 

oscillations. If we are moving along the oscillation curve both on the time scale and the scale of 

the coordinates, we observe that these fluctuations are similar. From this viewpoint, the spatial and 

temporal coordinates are indistinguishable. When we integrate wave space (electromagnetic field) 

and classical physics we get the electromagnetic constant, which binds the position and time. 

It’s tСe speeН of lТРСt с = �к . So, we can say that the SRT is an extension of classical mechanics, 

Т.e. Тt’s tСe unТon of МlassТМal meМСanТМs anН eleМtroНвnamТМs. ψut tСТs moНel Тs not suffТМТent. TСe 
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quantum mechanics appears to explain the phenomena that could not be explained by 

electrodynamics. So the problems, which associated with the properties and structure of space, are 

very interesting. In [2] there is very effective concept which reduces the known properties of matter 

(wave and corpuscular) to the space –time structure. In addition the founders of the relativity 

theory and quantum mechanics considered matter and its properties as a product of space [3].  

The appearance of the SRT was caused by conflict of electromagnetism laws and Newton 

laws. In the inertial reference frames there is force, which is not invariant under Galilean 

transformations. So, the Galilean transformations were replaced by Lorentz transformations.  

Contradiction was eliminated. And the fundamental concept of space-time have changed.  

 

Oscillations in mechanics and Maxwell equations.  

The wave formula is a solution of the Maxwell equations, it means that the wave equation  

is incorporated therein. Maxwell equations describe all the known properties of the electric and 

magnetic fields, and e / m wave is a part of them. In [4] the author analyzes the Maxwell equations 

and interprets them in terms of mechanics. Usually, these equations look like     
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It’s possТble to Рet tСe moНТfТeН equatТons, anН tСen аe’ll Мompare tСem with the equations 

of the theory of elasticity.  

Let us suppose that 
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 where  u  - the vector potential, j - current density, ρ – charge density, q  - charge.    
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As for the elastic or mechanical waves, we know that these waves are longitudinal and 

transverse. After comparison we see, that the electromagnetic wave can be longitudinal, but its 

velocity should be equal to ∞. The author [4] points on this fact. We are going to pay attention to 

another fact. The existence of waves depends on the properties of matter. We know that in a 

vacuum elastic waves do not exist. In a solid, there are longitudinal and transverse elastic waves 

in the gas - only longitudinal. The velocity of propagation of elastic waves depends on the elastic 

properties of matter. Propagation speeds of longitudinal or transverse waves are different. 

Movement of the receiver or the transmitter does not affect to the properties of matter. Thus, the 

Doppler effect changes the frequency of the wave, and does not change the speed of its distribution. 

In the vacuum continuum only transverse electromagnetic waves spread and velocity of wave 

propagation is 82,998 10 /c м с  . In a dielectric speed of electromagnetic wave is    different. 

And offer in an anisotropic dielectric general direction of wave propagation k  and the direction of 

energy transferE H     are different. We can say that constant c is characteristic of 

electromagnetic permeability of vacuum.  It is fixed in the International System of Units (SI).  

 

Wave properties of space-time continuum  

The fundamental properties of space-time continuum are described by wave processes. 

δet’s МonsТНer аave НТffraМtТon on some objeМt. DТffraМtТon аas НefТneН bв ГommerfelН as «... 

any deviation from the straight light path, besides which can be interpreted as a reflection or 

refraМtТon. »  If аe МonsТНer tСe ТnteraМtТon of аave anН meНТum at tСe atomТМ level, tСe refleМtТon, 

refraction and diffraction are the result of the wave scattering. Electromagnetic waves are scattered 

by electrons (atomic shells). The de Broglie electron wave is scattered by the electrostatic potential 

of the atoms, similar wave of neutrons is scattered by the nucleus and the magnetic moment of the 

atom. Therefore, the terms "diffraction" and "scattering" are often used interchangeably.  

Wave function    ,r t   НesМrТbe tСe СarmonТМ plane аave. It’s form Тsμ 

 

   , exp ( )r t a i t kr    , 

 

Where a - amplitude: k   - the wave vector: r  - coordinate of the observation point; t - 

time.  

The constant phase surface, where  r k const   is a perpendicular plane to the vector  k .  
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For a spherical harmonic wave  

 

      , , exp ( )
a

r t r t i t kr
r

      , 

where r r . In this case, the wave surface is the sphere surface. Sphere radius is r. Let us select 

the phase faМtor НepenНeН onlв on tСe МoorНТnates, It’s НesТРnateН  r . For a plane wave we 

obtain  

 

     0
, expr t r i t   , where the 

      0 exp expr a ikr a i r        - complex amplitude. 

 

δet’s fТnН tСe amplТtuНe of tСe НТffraМteН аaves at tСe poТnt ε, аСТМС Тs Тn tСe FraunСofer 

zone. The complex amplitudes, because of different scattering centers, are added. We take into 

account only an optical path difference 0( )e e r    .  
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Let,  r  the space density of scattering centers. Hence:   

 

     0
expA M a r i dV    , where 

2
e r

   .             (1) 

 

The amplitude of the diffracted wave in the Fraunhofer zone is the Fourier transformation 

of the density of scattering centers  r .  

δet’s МonsТНer tСe formatТon of tСe optТМal ТmaРe Тn tСe approбТmatТon of РeometrТМal 

optics (Figure 1). We see dimensional object with a transmittance f(x). Left plane monochromatic 
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wave with amplitude a0 falls on the object. Just behind the object the amplitude of the scattered 

wave is equal     0 0a f x A x  .  

 
 

Fig. 1. Image formation in the geometrical optics approximation. 

 

δet’s МonsТНer tСe raвs (1, 1 ', 1 "Ψ = 1ж anН д(β, β', 2") = {2}. If we put a screen in the 

Fraunhofer zone, the rays {1} and {2} will give points 1 and 2 on the screen. All of these points 

form a diffraction pattern (Fraunhofer spectrum). In Figure 1 the Fraunhofer spectrum is moved 

by lens L from infinity to focal plane F. The amplitude of the wave in this plane is written as   

 0ФА а F f x   where the F  - Fourier transform symbol. The next step of image formation is 

a Fourier transformation of the diffraction pattern, placed in the focal plane. Thus we obtain the 

amplitude in the image plane      0 0' 'PA x a F F f x a f kx       . The coefficient k is 

determined by the properties and lens location relative to the object.  Image of the object is the 

result of two Fourier transformations. In a case of Fraunhofer diffraction we can obtain the first 

transformation without the lens. Is it possible to obtain image which is the result of the inverse 

Fourier transformation without a lens?  It is holography. At first, we create a first Fourier transform 

of the object on a physical medium. Then, we illuminate holographic plate by the same spectrum 

light. So we get two images: real, inverted and imaginary, regular. The information about the 

complex amplitude is needed for reconstruct the image of object, i.e. information about the phase 

and amplitude.  
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δet’s МonsТНer the metric of the diffraction pattern. It can be seen from Fig. 1, the rays of 

the type {1} emanate from different object points and  fall at the point (1) in the diffraction pattern 

as well as the scattered rays {2} fall at point (2). In other words, the unique connection between 

the object space coordinates and the coordinates of the Fourier space does not exist. Each of the 

points of the Fourier space gets information from all points of the object, as well as each of the 

object points transmits information to all points of the Fourier space.  

 Is the Fourier space real? [5]. If we consider the Fraunhofer diffraction, the space, where 

we   register the diffraction pattern on photo plate, is real as well as the object space. Counter 

Diffractometer counter registers scattered photons, "catches" them out of the Fourier space. Space-

tТme МontТnuum МontaТns a “usual” spaМe of objeМt anН “reverse” FourТer spaМe.  

If a function f(x) exists in the interval  1 2,x x . δet’s НefТne perТoН as 2 1T x x   and the 

frequency as  0
n

n
T

    . Hence the function can be represented as  

 

     exp 2f x C i x



    ,                                          (2) 
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We denote     TC F     and then period T is tended to infinity. Hence   

 

     exp 2f x F i x d



                                           (3) 

     exp 2F f x i x dx



     .                                     (4)  
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Equation (3) describes the function  f x  in the spatial domain; the equation (4) describes 

the function in "frequency" domain. We can restore f x , using the relation (3) and coefficients 

of  F  . From (1) and (3) we see that the vector  
e
  is the vector of spatial frequency . The 

dimension of the vector      is the inverse of dimension of the vector  r  . 

Using the basis of the general form iа , we write the vector r  in object space as: 

  

 1 2 3
1 2 3

j
i

r a r a r a r a r    , 

 

and the vector   in Fourier space as  

 

1 2 3
1 2 3

i
i

a a a a      

 

There is simple corresponНenМe betаeen tСe bases. It’s the normalization condition:  

 

j j
i i

a a    

 

The vectors of the main basis  iа  are oriented relative to the vectors of  the conjugate 

basis 

  iа  : ,j k
i

a a a   ,i
j k

a a a ,  , , 1,2,3i j k   

 

Object space and space of Fourier image are conjugated due to the symmetry of 

normalization condition regarding     

In the canonical basis:, ,i j k . One denote 1 2 3{ }: , ,ie i e j e k e    , Hence 1ie  , i
ie e  

and j j
i ie e   .  

Triple of vectors ie  have the same magnitude and direction as the triple of vectors ie . 

However the properties of the object space and Fourier space are different.  
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The metric describing by the metric tensorĝ , is the same metric in both spaces. When 

operating in the object space it is necessary to use covariant coordinates of tensor  ijg  , And, 

аСen operatТnР Тn ТmaРe spaМe Тt’s neМessarв to use  МontravarТant МoorНТnates of tСТs tensor      ijg  .  These coordinates are given as 

 

ij i j
g a a    ; ij i jg a a   

 

The relation between the vectors can be written as j
i ijr g r ; i ji

jr r g    

 

Conclusion 

Relativity theory is a theory of existence and of the motion of matter in space and time.  

Relativity theory is the foundation of the theory of gravity and the theory of elementary particles. 

[6]. The moving elementary particles possess corpuscular - wave dualism. They can be described 

as the de Broglie wave. The development of the space – time concepts will improve the 

understanding of the microcosm nature.  The following  provisions are highlighted in this article. 

The phase wave speed is a characteristic of the medium in which the wave propagates.   Velocity 

of the electromagnetic wave is invariant in all inertial frames. This postulate of the relativity theory 

is a characteristic of space – time continuum.     

Diffraction phenomenon is one of the fundamental peculiarities of the wave process. In  

formal (mathematical) theory of diffraction they use vector algebra and Fourier - transforms. Real 

diffraction pattern exists in the dual (conjugate) space. Hence, the discreteness of space means 

limitation of space and continuity of space means infinity of space. And then description of the 

motion of objects is possible by space-time coordinates , , ,x y z t  in four-dimensional space-time 

of Minkowski  , They correspond to the invariant 2 2 2 2 2 2s c t x y z       And it is possible 

-  by vector of momentum - energy  , , ,x y zp p p    ,  It corresponds to the invariant  

 2 2 2 2 2 2 4
x y zc p p p m c      .Thus, we can assume that the vector of space-time and momentum-

energy are mutually conjugate. Conjugation of coordinate and momentum, as well as time and 

energy is manifested in the form of the uncertainty relation (Heisenberg). 
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We looked at the properties of wave processes, which are determined by the properties of 

space. Rotational - vibrational motion of matter there is a global phenomenon. Investigation of 

wave processes can be useful in studying the properties of space – time. 
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